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OTSUKA Naohiko
“Capture kernel” and “resonance strength”

According to the LEXFOR entry “Single–level resonance parameters”, we have been compiled
the quantity in neutron capture reactions, g ГnГγ/Гtot (capture kernel) as
REACTION
RESULT

(((...(N,EL),,WID,,G)*(...(N,G),,WID))/
(...(N,TOT),,WID))
(CAPTA)

On the other hand, a more general quantity g ГcГc’/Г (resonance strength) is explained with an
example,
REACTION
(...(P,A),,WID/STR)
(Note that the l.h.s. of the equation in LEXFOR should be ωγ, not ωГ.)
As clearly seen, “capture kernel” is a special case of “resonance strength”. Therefore I would
like to propose
REACTION

(...(N,G),,WID/STR)

for capture kernels and made CAPTA obsolete.
Dictionary 37 (Result codes)
CAPTA
(G*Gamma(N) * Gamma(Gamma) / Gamma)
Made obsolete

In my observation, “capture kernel” and “resonance strength” have been used by neutron and
charged-particle people respectively. My friend working for nuclear astrophysics at Bruxelles
knows only “resonance strength”, and my colleague working for neutron capture measurement at
JAEA knows only “capture kernel”.
We can see an interesting example in P.E. Koehler, Phys. Rev. C66 (2002) 055805. He is an
experimentalist of neutron measurements at ORELA in Oak Ridge and analyzes his data of
neutron total and capture cross section of magnesium to study 22Ne(α,n)25Mg which is regarded
as the neutron source in s-process. In this article, he uses “capture kernel” for neuron induced
reaction and “resonance strength” for α induced reaction. He agrees with me about my
observation that “capture kernel” and “resonance strength” are familiar to neutron reaction
people and charged-particle reaction people, respectively.
I also propose revision for the LEXFOR entry “Single-level resonance parameter”, where I add
corrections over the entry in order to correct misspelling in equations , add definitions of some
variables and some relevant analysis codes. Due to insufficient explanation of codes in
dictionary, some codes are sometimes applied improperly. (e. g. SHAPE for shape of decay
curve, shape of response function, …).
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Single-Level Resonance Parameters
See also Average Resonance Parameters, Quantum Numbers, Multilevel Resonance
Parameters.
Resonance cross sections as a function of energy may be described using a Breit-Wigner singlelevel formalism.
For s-wave scattering the formula is:
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,
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= σpot
= de Broglie wavelength at the resonance energy,
= λ0 / 2π = 1/k (inverse of wave number),
= spin of resonance,
= spin of incident projectile,
= spin of target,

For reactions (capture, fission, etc.):
1/ 2
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 E0 
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σ cc ' ( E ) = πλ20 g 

where

c = channel for formation of compound nucleus
c′ = channel for decay of compound nucleus

For further detail see References 1 and 2.
…

Resonance widths (Γr)
REACTION Coding: WID in SF6 (parameter) and the code for the reaction described in SF3
Examples:
(...N,TOT),,WID) = total width (Γ)
(...(N,EL),,WID) = neutron width (Γn)
(...(N,G),,WID) = capture width, or radiation width (Γγ), including all primary γ

decays not followed by a neutron or charged-particle emission.
If the resonance have a clear shape (no overlap with nearby resonances), shape analysis
(SHAPE) is applicable, or else area analysis (AREA) or R-matrix formalism (RFN) are major
methods. Analysis method may be entered under the information-identifier keyword ANALYSIS.
Units: a code from Dictionary 25 with the dimension E (e.g., EV).
For partial radiation width, see Gamma Spectra.
...

…
Peak cross section is defined as a cross section at the peak of the resonance, assuming the line
shape in a Breit-Wigner formalism, corrected (where important) for instrumental and
temperature effects. The peak cross section for s-wave neutrons can be expressed by:

σ 0 c = 4πλ20 g

Total:
Partials:

Γc
,
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σ 0 cc′ = 4πλ20 g

σ 0 = 4πλ20 g
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= σ 0c c ' .
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Γ
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These are coded with the modifier code RES in combination with the code for the reaction
described.
Example:

(...(N,TOT),,SIG,,RES) Total peak cross section

Resonance area (cross section integrated over the resonance) defined:
For scattering:

For other reactions:

Asct = 2π 2 λ20 g

Γc2
.
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Γ

REACTION coding: the parameter code ARE in combination with the relevant reaction code.
Units: a code from Dictionary 25 with the dimension B*E (e.g., B*EV).
Example: (...(N,EL),,ARE) Scattering area
The quantity (ΓnΓγ)/Γ is often presented as a result of the resonance analysis and is proportional
to the capture area. It is coded the reaction combination followed by the keyword RESULT,
using the code CAPTA.
Units: a code from Dictionary 25 with the dimension E (e.g., EV).
Example:
REACTION (((....(N,EL),,WID,,G)*(....(N,G),,WID))/
(....(N,TOT),,WID))
RESULT

(CAPTA)

Resonance Strength
The resonance strength is defined as:

ωγ = g

where:

ω
γ

Γc Γc '
,
Γ

ωΓ =

2J + 1
Γ c Γ c′
(2 ji + 1)(2 jt + 1) Γ

= statistical weight factor (=g)
= channel dependent width (ГcГc’/Г)

Resonance strength for capture reaction may also be called capture kernel or capture area Aγ.
Resonance strengths are determined experimentally by measuring the area under the resonant
yield curve over the resonance:

ωγ =

∫Y

2
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,

or by measuring the thick target yield

ωγ =
where
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Y
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nt = number of atom per unit area of target
ε = stopping power
Mt = mass of target,
Mi = mass of incident projectile,
Yc’

= yield for channel c’

REACTION Coding: the parameter code, WID/STR in SF6.
Units: a code from Dictionary 25 with the dimension E, e.g., EV
Example:
(...(P,G),,WID/STR) resonance strength for proton capture
Partial resonance strengths are given for transitions to a specific energy level.

Examples:
(……(N,G),PAR,WID/STR) resonance strength for a given level excitation.
…

